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About This Content

Developed by aviation guru and flight simulation enthusiast Jane Whittaker, Dangerous Approaches is a mission pack consisting
of 20 of the most nail-biting approaches in modern aviation. Following routes flown by real-world pilots, accuracy in speed and

direction is of the essence.

Each mission starts in a default FSX: Steam Edition aircraft picked specifically for each approach, although any aircraft may be
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used on any of the flights. The flight plans are pre-loaded into the GPS of the aircraft to give you the best chance of landing
these approaches.

Features

20 nail-biting missions ranging from 20 minutes - 3 hours

30+ hours of flight time

Pre-programmed weather settings varying from sunny skies to blizzards to thunderstorms.

Successful landings are recorded in the FSX Logbook

Featuring voiceovers by Angel Heaven Lee

Please note that the FSX mission compass has not been included. Most of the approaches included in this mission pack require a
very specific route to the airfield and cannot be executed by using a simple arrow point.
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I like it, it has a lot going for it .
> It is difficult getting oriented to the UI .

> The inventory could be streamlined but for now it works.

> Performance is an ongoing issue (as with all games that use Unity Engine)

> The landscape scenery has a lot of options for adjustments on the graphics, but lackluster in the planning of the biomes.
  Are the reasons for the patterned biomes some kind of "Lore Related" future puzzle to unlock before you can escape the
  Crossworlds? There must be a reason for the title, hmmm; something to speculate about.

>The resurrection aspect of this game is real frustrating for me and keeping a statue ready if you want to respawn at your
  base otherwise...you never know where in the map you appear. I do feel however, that an option to keep your loot or have
  it drop where you die could add to this game. A persistent bug keeps the Icon of your loot invisible so you never find it in
  time because the delay factor happens too soon.

> I am a gamer that does not like decay factors implemented in games. The arrows disappear when they should just lay
  there or automatically go into inventory as you loot your animals and NPC rats and goblins.I am fortunate to have a
  beastie rig so the option for decay factor on or off would be ideal for gamers like myself.

I am on my 5th or 6th startover and looking forward to playing another 100 hours to see what happens ! I broke my others LOL

Update:
I started over and am finding the game easier to navigate.
 Graphics are wonderful - Seasons changing is the addicting aspect of this game it really makes you think of what to do to get
ready for winter. Reaching most of the achievements are easy to get seeings how dying is easy to do LOL

Get this game when you can the Devs are all over the Bug fixing as soon as someone reports one. Good communication between
the Devs and the Community at this point.
A good game takes years to perfect just remember Skyrim was 10 years in the making and I think Crossworlds is going to be at
least half that before the Devs release the full version.. While the removal of multiplayer is a tad disappointing, I still bought this
version after holding out on the vita version in protest of the censorship they kindly undid here, sure, the translation needs a
little cleaning as it currently stands, and there is a real cash section of the shop, I don't see anyone yelling at games like the tales
series when they ask money for grinding reduction dlc, and the card packs, and buyable items are just that, grinding reduction
dlc, in fact the only un-earnable items in there are the voice packs...and those are honestly cheaper than your average costume
dlc, and every bit as optional, I am holding out hope they only omitted multiplayer pending seeing if the game would sell
enough, but even as just a single player experience, it was still cheaper than importing the later games of the series XD. Best
Game Ever!
Worth more than my life!
Totally reccomend!
9/11!

(kill me). I keep trying to beat it but I get scared very easily. I love it so much, just wish I wasn't such a chicken sh**. Great
game, and an amazing experience.I recommend for those who want an adrenaline rush.. Absolutely love this game! The art style
is original, the combat is fun, it's very humorous, and the length is perfect! Play it!. Feels like just1337 just recycled some
previous games and did not really add anything to the gameplay. 4/10. I had heard good things about Still Life and when I went
to buy it I found it was part of a trilogy so I started here. However I am not impressed with this first instalment.

For a start there are technical issues with this game. The game’s resolution is hard coded, low and in 4:3 aspect ratio (and for
some reason Nvidia defaults to screwing up the aspect radio and stretching the display). If your game loses focus for any reason
it crashes. This happens all to easily when you are playing in a window or have multiple monitors as the controls to look around
are to move the mouse to the edge of the screen but there is nothing to stop your cursor moving out of the game. Further more I
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had issues where the game would periodically just lose focus for no apparent reason.

The game itself is excruciatingly slow. Every other point and click game I can think of off the top of my head has fixed camera
angles so you can easily see what is in each location. This however is displayed in the first person and you don’t have full free
movement you just click to the next predetermined location you can move to. This means you have to click to take a step look
round with the slow camera controls then take the next step. It also has lots of pointless dead dead ends and elongated corridors
to waste more of your time. Even disregarding this the story is so slow; after the initial exposition nothing much happens for
ages. The first chapter of the game is basically mundane police work of taking witness statements and establishing a description
of a suspect. There were some plot developments in the latter part of the game but I was too bored by that point to be paying
much attention.

The user interface is really not intuitive either. For example it is not clear how to give items to people. The lock pick puzzle
gives you no hint of what to do, you have to click about randomly till you figure out what the puzzle is before you can solve it.
The worst moment for me was the fresco puzzle, the game makes it clear that you need to use a candle on the fresco but won’t
let you do that until you have found some seemingly unrelated item which unlocks another dialogue option which in turn
unlocks the puzzle actually working.

This game also has one of my personal point and click bugbears and that is things that change at locations seemingly unrelated to
the player’s actions. On a couple of occasions new items appeared at locations I had already visited without any logical link to
anything I had done. This really annoys me as once you know the game does this each time you get stuck you have to go and
revisit every location to ensure nothing new has appeared unnecessarily dragging out the game.

I really hope this game is not indicative of the quality of the sequels.
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Set in India in a fictional universe you follow the struggle of a selection of characters all trying to make their way in a world that
is crumbling around them.

As soon as the game begins you feel a sense of importance that other games can only dream of recreating. Full of the sensation
that every decision, no matter how trivial it may first appear, could bring dire consequences. Whilst playing the game you take
control of a diverse cast of characters from the highest of royals down to the lowest of peasants. From the off you have
decisions to make, each of which can affect how the person you are speaking to, or even the entire city will view you. You are
very conscious of this and it quickly becomes something that weighs down on your mind whilst conversing with the ensemble of
NPCs in the universe.

I approached this game with the thought that I wouldn't get sucked in, I would be rational and logical and beat the game easily,
uncovering all of the "best" outcomes for my characters. I soon learned how foolish I was. I ended up with quite a few VERY
bad outcomes from what appeared to be good decisions at the time due to my lack of consideration of effects it may have even
though at the time I had thought I considered all of my options. Just as an example of how these decisions can really affect you,
here are some of the things that happened to me from some trivial decisions, don't worry I'll refrain from spoilers. I got mugged,
I nearly got killed for going on a walk (I mean come on, it's a walk!), I nearly got murdered by my own family (how lovely of
them) and I murdered someone out of the blue! Yeah exactly, crazy right?

When conversing with people, unlike other games you aren't just skipping through text to try and get to the end as quickly as
possible so you can continue to run around, you are analysing everything about the situation, is this person a threat to you? Do
they have a weapon? Are they as loyal as they say they are? Would it be worth standing up to them now or biding your time?
One thing that makes this more difficult is how every person seems to have an individual personality and will react differently to
situations, so you can't just walk through the game by being "nice". Some people are political and will walk rings around you
unless you choose your words carefully and consider hidden subtext behind what is being said, others are more upfront and
prefer you to be honest and direct, a difficult line to walk when you don't know which people fall into which category! As I
found out they don't have to be noble to be silver tongued.

Graphically this game has a simple but beautiful art style, it's a very pleasant place to explore with continuity throughout.
Generally the game flows nicely and environments represent the areas that they are designed to depict.

The music on this game is actually one of my favourite things, although it follows the same style throughout the game, it never
gets tedious and is actually really nice to listen to whilst you are playing. It's light and happy when it needs to be but it is equally
tense and suspenseful when required, providing the perfect backdrop for the emotional rollercoaster that you are riding. My only
small negative however is there seems to be a large lack of sound effects and I couldn't help but feel that a lot of scenarios and
situations would have benefited much more with a little bit more audio work.

In summary Unrest is a truly outstanding game, holding a huge appeal with its depth and emotional attachment it doesn't suck
you in with cheap gimmicks it has true substance. You feel as though you are truly part of your characters lives by forcing you
to sit back and consider your options at every turn. If you want to run around spraying at 12 year olds online then this game isn't
for you, however if you want play a real game that can only be described as an artful then I would download this immediately.
You will be amazed at how quickly you will be absorbed into this diverse world, full of substance and insecurities. Just
remember this, decide wisely!

The Digital Gamer
. So far this is a solid game.
Once I get some more free time I want to delve deeper into it.
Battles are well balanced. Great mapping, story is good, and has some cool features to it.

But theres quite a bit of talkin, lol.
I don't mind too much.
I am just not one for the talking side of things!

Other than that I haven't really ran into any bugs so far.
So nice work!. There's some good stuff here, and if you're a fan of the show it's super fun to run around Luna Nova and interact
with all of the characters...
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BUT so much of the actual game is horribly designed: tedious dungeon crawls, awful bosses (omg that Ice Dragon...) and a
really frustrating end-game that involves lots of grinding. Fun for a while, but ultimately frustrating.. This is awesome.
Crashday with alot of graphic improvements, some new cars, etc.
Problems:
Buggy shadows.. I've been an avid fan of the Nancy Drew games since HerInteractive first started producing the games. The
first game I ever played was the second computer game to come out called "Mesage in a Haunted Mansion." And of course,
since then, I've been totally addicted to all games by HerInteractive.

This game happens to be one of my favourites. I never managed to complete this game when I was younger, but as an adult, I
realy enjoyed it--especially since I took two years of studying Japanese language and culture since then! Given the background
I've had with Japanese, I found most of the puzzles to be fairly easy. But there were a few challenging ones that I really enjoyed.
The one that immediately comes to mind is fixing the portrait hanging wires at the beginning of the game and Nancy learning
how to write her own name in katakana!

I think anyone who is a fan of Nancy Drew already will enjoy this game. And if you're new to Nancy Drew, I don't think this is
an especially bad game to start with, all considering it's got some pretty good jump scares and doesn't require much background
context about Nancy Drew, the other characters, and the previous games.

Overall, a great game! Have fun!
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